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Fat Quarter Friendly Projects

Hexagon Storage Box 
 INSTRUCTIONS

NOTE: 
•Use a 0.6cm (0.25") allowance throughout project.

Cutting Instructions:
Card - two base hexagon
Card - six side rectangles outer (6cm x 11cm) 
Card - six side rectangles inner (5.5cm x 10cm)  
Card - Two lids (cut on solid black line, fold on red line
Cotton Wadding - six (5.5cm x 10cm) 

Requirements:
•Two Fat Quarters
•Firm Cardboard
•Cotton Wadding
•PVA Glue (can also use double side 
adhesive sheets)
•Sticky tape
•Thin silver or gold elastic
•Decorative tape, ribbon, lace 

 
Optional:
•For contrasting pockets add extra fabric
•Embellishments
•Ribbon
•Lace 
•Hexagon pin cushion  

Using Base Hexagon and six Outer Sides, line up edges of hexagon with short side of rectangle, 
keep flat and stick with sticky tape. This will form a hinge for the base of the box.

Glue box shape to wrong side of fabric, cut leaving 2 cm allowance all around shape. Snip into 
corners, wrap excess fabric to back and glue in place.

Cut 6 small strips of fabric 2cm x 6cm and glue to base covering sticky tape.    

Base Hexagon no.2, cover in fabric and glue to base of box.
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Using Six Inner Rectangles glue wadding to rectangles and cover with fabric.  Glue excess fabric 
to back. Embellish with pockets, ribbon elastic, lace. Glue this to  sides of box.

Cover the both Lid Hexagons in fabric, wrapping excess fabric around card and gluing in place.

Take the inner Lid Hexagon use sticky tape all around, so all sides meet together to form a lid.

Glue both Lid Hexagons together to conceal sticky tape to provide neat finish. Use pegs to keep 
in place until glue has completely dried.

 

Embellish with ribbon, lace or tape.



Fat Quarter Friendly Projects

Hexagon Storage Box
TEMPLATE

Base of Box 
     Cut Two in Card     

Side Inside 
   Cut Six in Card   

Side Outer 
   Cut Six in Card    



Lid
Outer and Inner

     Cut Two in Card     


